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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

POST OFFICE BOX 2731 LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72203 (501) 371-4000

June 6, 1980

2-060-04

Mr. Robert A. Clark
Chief, Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coninission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2

Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Neutron Shield Missile Potential
(File: 2-1510) |

Gentlemen: I

Your March 10, 1978 letter (dated May 10,1978) requested information
about potential missiles involving the reactor cavity annulus seal
ring and biological shielding. Our July 3,1978 response stated the
reactor vessel seal ring presents no missile hazard and a study was {underway to detemine if the neutron shield blocks could become

i

missiles for small break LOCAs (i.e., break size of 72 inches square
or smaller). The study revealed a potential missile hazard existed
for the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs) and an analysis was

,

performed to determine whether the consequences of such missiles were
Iacceptable in terms of damage to safety related equipment necessary 1

to mitigate the consequences of an accident. Arkansas Power & Light
Company herein provides the results of our analysis and states the
deformation the CEDM shroud would receive from the direct impinge-
ment of a potential neutron shield missile would not be sufficient
to render the CEDM inoperable. Therefore, no safety related compo-
nents will be affected by the biological shielding in the event of
a LOCA.

Assuming that a postulated LOCA could conceivably cause segments of
the neutron shield blocks to break loose and strike a CEDM, analyt-
ical predictions based on this premise indicate that a 17-pound block
could be propelled at a CEDM shroud at an angle of 12 degrees from
the vertical, stricking it 12 inches from the top with a maximum
velocity of 154 feet per second upon impact. The test projectile
utilized was a representative " half vent block" weighing 17 pounds.
The block was in virgin condition (i.e., no thermal or radiation
aging) as this would serve as a conservative test with respect to
kinetic energy transmitted to the CEDM. On impact, deflection was
observed and a dent in the CEDM shroud was formed;.however, no rup-
ture of the CEDM shroud occurred.
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The effect of the missile impact on the CEDM shroud was extrapolated
for the assembled CEDM with the resultant bending moment being calcu-
lated for the nozzle as approximately 30% lower than the SSE allowable.
Therefore, based on these test results, the deformation the CEDM shroud
would receive from a potential neutron shield missile would not be
sufficient to render the CEDM inoperable.

Very truly yours,

.bc~u e. v4
David C. Trimble
Manager, Licensing
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